
 

MATT & NAT MINDSET ACADEMY 

6 MONTH COACHING AGREEMENT

 

The comprehensive Thinking into Results® program and targeted curriculum includes: 
  
Lesson Outline:  
Lesson 1: - A Worthy Ideal 
Lesson 2: - The Knowing-Doing Gap 
Lesson 3: - Your Infinite Mind 
Lesson 4: - The Secret Genie 
Lesson 5: - Thinking into Results 
Lesson 6: - Environment is But Our Looking Glass 
Lesson 7: - Trample the Terror Barrier 
Lesson 8: - The Power of Praxis 
Lesson 9: - The Magic Word 
Lesson 10: - The Most Valuable Person 
Lesson 11: - Leaving Everyone with the Impression of Increase  
Lesson 12: - Magnifying the Mind  

Your Matt & Nat Mindset Academy package Includes: 

1. Access to all Group Coaching sessions for 6 months. 
2. Access to our online community. 
3. Lifetime online access to the Thinking into Results membership site. 
4. Access to the recordings of all group coaching sessions that were conducted during your time 
as a mentee.  

Total fee for Matt & Nat Mindset Academy Coaching is AU$11,000 inc GST per person or 
AU$10,000 if paid in full.  

MATT & NAT MINDSET PTY LTD 
E: ADMIN@MATTANDNATMINDSET.COM

This coaching is a 6 month mentorship program presented online in a structured yet fluid 
approach. Intuitive coaching by Matthew Bugeja is provided with practical lessons, to ensure a 
success mindset becomes a part of the clients thinking and results. Matthew Bugeja, will guide 
you week by week during interactive group sessions using the Proctor Gallagher Institutes 
innovative, leadership and development program called Thinking into Results as a guide.
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The service provided to the CLIENT is as per the program outline above. All information 
provided by the CLIENT will be kept strictly confidential. The CLIENT understands that 
coaching is not advice; psychotherapy or counselling and those professional referrals will be 
given if needed. The CLIENT enters into coaching with the understanding that they are 
responsible for creating their own results.  

The CLIENT(s) agrees to the following: 

1. Be honest and participate fully. Recognise that the coaching sessions are a way to look at 
what you really want, and what it will take to make it happen.  

2. Make a commitment to completing the course work and the action plans you create. 

3. Coaching and program fees are collected before beginning the coaching/facilitation 
program. There are no refunds. Due to the nature of the Program you cannot receive a 
refund for the Program or any component event regardless of whether you attend the 
sessions or not. All funds will be deemed earned upon activation and access to the 
program for the CLIENT.  

4. Recorded coaching sessions are not to be shared or distributed in any way without the 
permission of the directors of Matt & Nat Mindset PTY LTD.  

The CLIENT’s signature on this agreement indicates compliance with the above requests and 
understanding of the services provided. I offer my signature below in full agreement with the 
terms and conditions of this agreement. 

______________________________    __________________________        _____________ 
(CLIENT NAME)                           Client Signature                       Date  

Matthew Bugeja                                      _________________________          _____________ 
(Director)                                                     Director’s Signature                            Date 

MATT & NAT MINDSET PTY LTD 
E: ADMIN@MATTANDNATMINDSET.COM
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Please select payment option and fill in your details below:  

Payment Options: 

❒      Full payment - AUD $10,000 inc GST 

❒      Deposit of  AUD $2,500 + 4 monthly payments of AUD $2,125 (total AUD $11,000) 

Payment Method (there is no need to fill in this section if you have already made payment) 
   
❒ Credit Card    (❒ VISA,      ❒ MASTERCARD     ❒ OTHER________) 

Name on card: _______________________________ 
 
Card Number:  _______________________________ 
 
Expiry Date: ___________ CVV:  ________   

Cardholder Signature: ______________________________ 

Contact Information 

First name: ____________________   Surname: __________________   D.O.B _________ 

Email: ____________________________________   Mobile Phone: ______________________ 

Postal Address: _________________________________________________________________ 

State: _____________  Country: ________________________ Postcode/Zip : ______________ 

Thank You! 

Congratulations and Welcome to Matt & Nat Mindset Academy!  
Investing in yourself is one of the best Decisions you can ever make! 
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